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STEAMhouse is a centre for innovation, creative thinking,
prototyping and business development.

65

new enterprises
supported

Based in the heart of Digbeth, STEAMhouse supports entrepreneurs, sole traders,
companies and citizens to build their businesses, develop products and services
and bring amazing new ideas to life.

73

Our amazing community has made many fantastic things happen so far and as
we look forward to what may lie ahead in our next exciting phase, we’d like to
celebrate with you our successes until now.

innovative new
products created

The first phase is led by BCU in partnership with Eastside Projects and part
funded by the European Regional Development Fund and Arts Council England’s
Creative Regional Growth Fund, part of the National Lottery.

Mission
Statement

Our Values: Open / Curious / Inventive / Creative / Productive
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of our members are
micro enterprises

new-to-market
products created

Plan it. Make it. Launch it.

The story, so far...

30

enterprises received
grants to help grow their
business

87%

[1 – 9 employees]

research collaborations created

Since opening our doors in May 2018 we have been privileged to collaborate with
local makers, artists, entrepreneurs and project partners from around the world.

We are on a mission to create space to experiment, test and
develop new knowledge, products and services, inspired through
our STEAM approach and an established community of practice.

34

96%

257

enterprises and
counting have received
personalised support

of online survey
respondents described
the support delivered
by STEAMhouse to be
of ‘very high quality’
Reasons for this included the
excellent equipment available
to access and the knowledge, skills,
and connections of the technicians.

63%

of online survey
respondents described
the support delivered by
STEAMhouse to be of
‘reasonably high quality’
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Our Members...
Testimonials and example case studies:
Aston Walker, inventor

Quality of support: 87% of participants described
the support to be of ‘very high quality’. When asked
to explain their response, the majority referred to
the equipment they could access but highlighted
that the main benefit was the knowledge, skills,
and connections of the technicians.

“We would highly recommend STEAMhouse to anyone in the social
innovation and maker start-up space. STEAMhouse offer a unique
blend of facilities and support in terms of the combination of STEM
and Arts. We find the space physically and emotionally nurturing and
especially apposite for the kind of work we are passionate about.”
Sam German, Programme Director, Health Villages Partnership

“STEAMhouse has allowed me to explore
metalwork, screen printing, 3D printing
and more. The facilities are fantastic
but it’s so much more than that.”
Susie Chilcott, Guitar maker

> Learned new digital skills
> Pushed boundaries with Virtual Reality
and solving the world’s clean water crisis

“I would recommend that anyone starting up a business – art,
craft, or technology based in the Birmingham area, to get in touch
with STEAMhouse, and arrange a visit. Even if you don’t join up,
you’ll find the whole experience inspiring.”

> Prototyped innovative product
> Filed for two patents
> Attracted a major sponsor

“STEAMhouse has opened up so many
possibilities for my business.”
Helen Valance, Business owner

Jon Elliott, Founder of Brelliott

> Developed product Research & Design
> Enhanced designs through access to technology
> Created and launched new products

Bharti Parmar, Artist

>
>
>
>

Used new materials
Learned new skills
Had work featured on ITV
Starred in art exhibitions

“Joining STEAMhouse has invigorated
and updated my design process skills.”

“Why wouldn’t you get involved? Such fantastic
opportunities to collaborate and try out ideas
on our doorstep. Highly recommend!”

“The thing we use STEAMhouse for currently is to make changes
to our prototype using expensive kit that we can’t do elsewhere.
I honestly can’t sing STEAMhouse’s praises enough, we can’t
believe there is this place in Birmingham that is free to use. It’s
the magic ingredient – if you’re making a product, you don’t want
to be anywhere else other than Birmingham and STEAMhouse.”

“STEAMhouse has helped me in pretty
much every area of my start-up.”

Shaheen Ahmed, Artist

Jack Cornes, Entrepreneur, Hausbots Co-founder

Faye Rowse, Start-up owner
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Claire Legget, Designer

“We were able to achieve, through the expert knowledge
and support of STEAMhouse, a new product within
a critical time frame. STEAMhouse support made it
possible to take the moulded leather innovation to
another level.
We have spoken with a number of people about
STEAMhouse. Their network of support can provide
creative industry practitioners with an idea or innovation
with a route to prototyping and ways of taking to market.”
Stephen O’hare & Mevlit D’jafer, Designers

Plan it. Make it. Launch it.

>	
Winners of Best New Exhibitor at Decorex
International for their innovative design work.
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We were proudly nominated for a THE Award 2019

Impact
STEAMhouse has made a significant impact in the local business
community, particularly the arts and creative sectors.

> 257 businesses have been supported with prototyping new products

International knowledge sharing...

> 400 applicants registered as STEAMhouse community members
> £75,000 awarded in small grants for IP advice and prototyping support
> 18,000 visitors welcomed for events, workshops and using the

Link with Urban M: Through Urban Manufacturing project, a European
project with the aim of ensuring collaborative makerspaces thrive,
best practice and learning from STEAMhouse have been shared across
Europe. Urban M also provided opportunities for STEAMhouse to
learn from elsewhere.

including 65 new businesses

workshop facilities

> 34 Research collaborations between Members and BCU academics
“I have achieved some amazing things due to the support
STEAMhouse have given me, from employing three
freelancers and adding two more full-time staff in July to
mentoring five student apprentices. They have really given
me the opportunity to thrive. I look forward to phase two.”
Taran Singh, Owner of Taran 3D

Overall, the project was considered to be very successful, overachieving on
engagement with it’s target number of beneficiaries. Stakeholders described how
the project had gone “above and beyond” the delivery of outputs prescribed by ERDF.
Examples of external stakeholders that STEAMhouse engaged with included:
The Princes Trust, NatWest, Barclays, Mercer, Deutsche Bank, West Midlands
Combined Local Authority, the GBSLEP Growth Hub, and Innovation Alliance
for the West Midlands (IAWM).

Partner cities of Urban M
https://www.interregeurope.eu/urbanm/contacts/

Knowledge shared between:
> Birmingham
> Lisbon
> San Sebastian

> Lazio
> Zagreb
> Bratislava

Next for STEAMhouse, we are...
• Creating an Immersive Reality (AR/VR/XR) Suite
• Converting the Games Room into a dedicated
Computer Design Studio
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlining the application process
Hiring and training up new Technicians
Working on extending our opening hours
Servicing all the machinery
Purchasing and commissioning new equipment
Re-modelling the collaborative workspaces
Re-stocking all our supplies
Improving the inductions
Adding new classes and courses

Come and join us
> Vilnius
> Kranj

Identified as a good model of practice: STEAMhouse was featured at the
Hamburg Cross Innovation Conference, November 2018, as a model of
good practice, helping to increase the awareness of STEAM methodologies
and STEAMhouse across Europe.
Attracted additional funding: The successful delivery of STEAMhouse has
also attracted additional funding. BCU has secured £530,000 in Research
England Funding to deliver a STEAMincubator.

		New funding will be used to purchase state-of-the-art
equipment such as virtual reality development packs,
computer hardware and the latest design software,
to help boost business growth and support innovation.
It will also see the opening of a new Digital Design Suite at the site.
The project will provide training for businesses on some of the newest
and emerging technologies, providing a platform for innovation, the
development of new ideas and the creation of new start-ups. Facilities
will be created to allow people to access the latest in Virtual, Augmented
and Mixed Reality technology, as well as new Digital Circuitry and Digital
Design services, alongside a full programme of business support.
Funding for the project has been secured from the European Union’s
European Structural and Investment Funds, Birmingham City University
and Eastside Projects.
Applications for the next exciting phase of STEAMhouse are now open!
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Plan it. Make it. Launch it.
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The First BCU International STEAM
Conference 2020 – Online Learning Day!
Aimed at all those curious about cross-disciplinary
thinking, we invite researchers, innovators,
industrial leaders, artists, scientists,
technologists, engineers, mathematicians
and those not bounded by their sectors, to
join us at our virtual conference in July.

#STEAMconf20

steamhouse.org.uk

Plan it. Make it. Launch it.
STEAMhouse

@STEAMhouseUK

@STEAMhouseUK

@steamhouse_uk

A big thank you to our amazing funders and partners!
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@steamhouseuk

